For vintners: tanks that help retain quality.
And contain costs.

Wine
Storage systems

Poly Processing brings you a supreme line of Poly
tanks for wine storage.
If you’re opening a winery or modifying your existing facility, it’s
definitely a good time to switch to Poly Processing storage tanks.
Because we have a system that helps ensure the quality of your
product – and you’ll spend about 1/4 as much as you would on
stainless wine storage tanks.

Designed for the ultimate in oxidation control.
Our 200-gallon wine storage system features a tall, “skinny” tank
that allows you to maximize floor space. Since these tanks have a
coned “torpedo” top instead of a flat top, you have less surface
area to contend with – and you can fill them 100%, evacuating any
air. This gives you even more control over oxidation. Our airtight
lids also mean minimal oxygen infiltration.

www.polyprocessing.com

Poly Processing wine storage tanks cost
about 1/4 as much as stainless tanks.

Wine
Storage systems

Wine Storage System

Sanitation, simplified.
Since bacteria is your enemy, we’ve designed our wine
tanks to be extremely easy to clean. Our lids are 7
inches wide instead of the standard 5, making it easier
to maneuver hoses into the tank. And our exclusive
Integrally Molded Flanged Outlet, or IMFO® system,
gives you 100% drainage with every tank.
7˝ airtight lid

Since the IMFO® system is molded within the tank, it
creates one smooth structure. This design, along with
the molded inserts for a sanitary tri-clamp flange, help
reduce the chance of bacterial buildup significantly.

The key to storage: structural integrity.
sanitary tri-clamp

100% drainable IMFO® system tank

full drain outlet
for easy cleaning

Poly Processing wine storage systems bring you:
»» A torpedo-top design for more floor space
and less oxidation
»» 100% drainage with the IMFO® system
»» 7˝ airtight lids designed for easier cleaning
»» FDA & NSF-61 approved quality
»» All at a fraction of the cost of stainless or oak

Poly Processing is known across the country for
solutions for storing everything from potable water to
the most dangerous chemicals. So you can trust us to
bring you a product that is of superior quality, both in
material and design.
Our wine storage tanks are all made of food-grade FDA
approved resins. These HDPE plastic tanks are NSF-61
certified, and they’re not affected by the presence of
sulfites in the wine. And since they meet guidelines
for storing drinking water, you can be assured that the
materials in the tank will never leach into your product
and affect the taste.
Our 200-gallon wine storage system is just one of the
many solutions we bring today’s vintners. In fact, our
wine storage tanks vary in size from 100 to 900 gallons,
and many features can be added to maximize the use of
your system.

Learn more about the best place to keep the best wines. Call Poly Processing today at 866.590.6845.
And let’s raise a glass to affordable solutions for storage.
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